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Abstract
Why and how did a validation of prior learning (VPL) system emerge and develop in the Netherlands since the 1990s? This question forms the basis for a case study into the ways of working
of VPL in the Dutch education sector. This case provides answers to questions about the added
value of VPL for Dutch learners, as well as demonstrates the set-up that VPL provides for personalized learning strategies in a new learning culture. The lessons learned are adaptable to
any context where the need for lifelong learning arises; and that need goes for everyone on this
globe, regardless of someone’s social position.
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Introduction
At the end of the 20th century, the Dutch Ministry of Education, Culture and Science realized
that the education sector was on the brink of a major quantitative shortage of teachers (MOCW,
1998). The tension on the labor market for teachers would increase considerably if appropriate
measures were not taken in view of the replacement and expansion demand expected for the
education sector.
The education sector was the most aging sector of the Dutch economy. Many teachers were
soon to leave the profession for (pre)retirement, while there was an insufficient inflow of new
teachers in return. In addition, due to changes in policy, there was also a need to increase the
number of teachers, for example, by reducing the number of students in classes. However, the
available labor potential was and remains small (SCP, 2000; CNV Onderwijs, 2018). A complicating factor was that the replacement demand for other sectors was also high, which would make
it even more difficult for the education sector to meet the demand for teachers adequately.

From 2000 onward, the Regulation “Lateral Entry into the Profession” was a measure to solve
the impending shortage of teachers. The lateral-entry process enables candidates to follow a
shortened training program while working as an “unqualified” teacher in primary or secondary
education. Validating work experiences of competent, unqualified teachers is the Regulation’s
pillar. The process of validation of prior learning (VPL) connects informal and nonformal, personal learning experiences with the qualification system for teachers and the human resources
(HR) system of employers in the education sector. In this way, VPL offers a personalized approach to managing validation of prior and composition of further learning. The Regulation is
open for candidates aspiring to a teaching qualification in primary education or secondary education (“basis formation” or 2nd phase).1
This article focuses on the question: How can VPL strengthen processes of personalized learning? This question is investigated through a case study on lateral-entry students in Dutch secondary education. “The Third-Year Class” refers to the lateral-entry scheme enabling students

to enroll in the third year of the four-year qualification program for teachers.2
After explaining the why, how, and what of Dutch VPL and the linkage of VPL with personalized
learning, the analytical framework for the case study is presented. In the case study, the impact
of VPL within the personalized learning route is explained. In the conclusion, an analysis is provided regarding the critical success factors for implementing VPL in learning and working systems; lessons learned are formulated for follow-up.
Dutch VPL
A national system for validation of nonformal and informal learning or prior learning in the
Netherlands commenced in 1998. Such validation was (and still is) intended to take stock of existing competences and skills, including prior formal learning, to prevent repeated learning and
initiate tailored learning programs. The motto for VPL is that the glass is half full, rather than
half empty (MEZ, 2000).
VPL acknowledges and legitimizes that learning on the job or in other informal learning situations (experiential learning) can provide equivalent (professional) skills and competences as
learning within formal (classroom-based) situations. This entails that VPL acts as a bridge between someone’s prior learning experiences and the awarding of certificates or diplomas, or in
the labor context, support a job promotion or career guidance. External legitimacy and an open
-minded assessment approach are key requirements.
VPL is not a goal in itself; it is a means for qualifying and/or career guidance for individuals, and
for strengthening human capital development in the Dutch “learning society.” VPL acts as a reliable yardstick for recognizing, assessing, and validating existing competences and skills held by
an individual. Based on this inventory, a tailored training or development path can be formulated. In this way, VPL incorporates both summative, formative information and advice.
Establishing a VPL system in the Netherlands went through several phases (Duvekot, 2019):
• From 2000, the main objective was to encourage the takeup of VPL. Government, schools/
colleges/universities, and social partners (trade unions and employers) focused on creating
favorable circumstances for developing and implementing VPL in as many contexts as possible: in work, in voluntary work, in reintegration and job seeking, and education and training.
This approach was the initial responsibility of the Dutch Knowledge Center on VPL
(“Nationaal Kenniscentrum EVC [National EVC (recognition of acquired competences)
Knowledge Center]”3) and focused on changing the learning culture in general. The trigger
word for this period was “trust.”
• From 2006, a special focus was put on quality assurance to increase accessibility and transparency, and to guarantee summative effects of VPL for certification or qualification. The
role of the Kenniscentrum EVC changed from overall responsibility for all features of VPL to
supporting quality. The trigger word for this period was “control.”
• Since 2012, a major change of strategy has been implemented since the “control” focus did
not help to promote the increase in VPL-practices. In relation to the government’s drive toward a more participative society where all stakeholders take ownership and responsibility
for their own role in (lifelong) learning, VPL was reorganized as a dual instrument for validating people’s learning outcomes. Outcomes can be linked to the systems of national qualifications and/or sector-based accreditation and career guidance on the labor market. This third
phase turned policy into practice with its focus on VPL as a learning path, independent
recognition and assessment process, facilitating all learners in their dialogue with organizations in the education and labor market routes. The Dutch Qualification Framework (NLQF)4
provides transparency between qualifications in the worlds of education and labor. The trigger word here is “integration.”
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VPL as a Process
The Dutch VPL system is comprised of five successive phases (Duvekot, 2007):
1. Awareness confirms the need for learning to take place always and everywhere, in structured
and unstructured settings, intentionally and unintentionally, individually and in groups. The
objective depends on the learner and her context for wanting/needing qualification/
certification, badges, career steps, employability, empowerment, inclusion, etc.
2. Documentation concerns the recognition and valuation of personal learning experiences. The
candidate collects evidence and reflects on it in a portfolio. This portfolio matches the chosen standard that belongs to the learning objective of the candidate. This can be a sectorbased or national qualification standard.
3. In the assessment, the candidate’s portfolio is assessed against the chosen standard. The
outcome can be summative and/or formative. In the Netherlands, two or three assessment
methods are used. In the portfolio assessment, two assessors evaluate the documentation
and the candidate’s reflection. Then, the candidate is critically questioned in a criterionbased interview about the stated value of her learning experiences. If deemed necessary, a
performance assessment will also be carried out as a supplement to the assessment repertoire.
4. Impact of the assessment is twofold:
a. Direct impact: scoring (parts of) the qualification or sector standard.
b. Prospective impact: developmental advice for further learning and/or career steps.
5. Structural anchoring of VPL in the learner's continuous self-management of competences in
qualification and badge/certification systems and HR systems on the labor market.
Figure 1: VPL Process

Source: Duvekot, 2016.
Personalized Learning
VPL creates opportunities for the individual to develop and evolve. Pedagogy, curriculum, and
educational support from the learning system are adapted to the individual's self-management
by means of VPL (Hargreaves, 2004, 2006). By allowing the individual to participate in the learning process, it is possible to respond better to the changing social context in which the individual's employability takes place and the learning system must assume a new role. This is called
personalized learning.
In this study, personalized learning is defined as “a dynamic process or learning concept in
which the learner is central and in which the learner can (co-)initiate and enter into flexible and
personalized learning arrangements within a social learning culture that is based on selfdirected, flexible and prospective lifelong learning” (Duvekot, 2016, pp. 72-73). Such arrangements are nourished by dialogues between learner, employer, and teacher/trainer, offering
space for validating personal learning experiences and creating personal autonomy. Therewith,
personalized learning is about a learner’s agency, as well as affordance of the learner’s process
to realize with the assessment a situation of ownership and co-design of the learner in her/his
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program.

Dialogical Validation
As noted, linking the student's learning needs to the university's learning offerings and the employer’s qualification-demand is based on validating existing learning experiences and taking
these as the starting point for organizing a learning cycle in which new learning outcomes are
achieved at regular intervals and anchored in the student’s portfolio. The dialogical character of
such a cycle is based on Paulo Freire's (1970) understanding that the dialogue between student
and teacher should be essentially open and equal, and concerns the wish or need for design
and content determination of learning. Without openness and equality in the consultation on
learning, only limited use can be made of the validation of one's previous learning to initiate
meaningful and personalized learning.
In Freire's view, learning ⎯ and thus validation ⎯ can be regarded as a cycle that starts with experience, which is reflected on, which then leads to a certain action and which, in turn, produces a concrete new experience that can be reflected on. It is as Freire (1998) described, for instance, for the ones who teach: “… [T]eaching and learning take place in such a way that those
who teach learn, on the one hand, because they recognize previously learned knowledge and,
on the other, because by observing how the novice student’s curiosity works to apprehend
what is taught (without which one cannot learn), they help themselves to uncover uncertainties,
rights, and wrongs (p. 31). Such learning revolves around the experiences that people gain in
specific situations within their living and working situations and about which they can enter into
a dialogue with their environment. This dialogue motivates and enables people to self-reflect.
The right combination of experience and reflection then leads to new learning processes, which
ultimately leads to the acquisition of human autonomy, after which a new future perspective
emerges. Such a cycle is based on integrating validation and learning. The role of the portfolio
is best used in the cycle if it is tailored to different functions within the cycle (planning, supervision, and assessment), and if the portfolio fulfills a central function in the supervision and monitoring of personal development.
Dialogical validation is perhaps the best term used for the kind of assessment taking place in the
lateral-entry program for teachers-to-be-qualified. The term can be defined as the assessment
of a person's learning experiences independent of the learning pathway, and advisement on
further learning to achieve the desired learning effect via a personalized learning pathway
(Duvekot & Doorlag, 2020).
Analytical Framework
The Third-Year Class consisted of five lateral entrants who followed a secondary education
teacher training course for a degree in various school subjects (English, German, mathematics,
or Dutch) in the period from 2010-2013. Part of their lateral enrollment process was a VPL procedure for determining their suitability and for drawing up their customized program. In addition, the teacher training manager was interviewed.
The data analysis in this qualitative research aims at transforming raw data into meaningful data that the researcher can use when investigating the questions she wants to answer
(Carpenter & Suto, 2008). For the case study as a method, "a 'how' and 'why' question is being
asked about a contemporary set of events, over which the investigator has no or little control" (Yin, 2009, p. 13). Answering these questions about the “why” and “how” provided information about “what” the phenomenon was in the chosen case study. Boeije’s (2005) “research
cycle” was used to strive for meaning via observations in the case. The analytical framework developed by Duvekot (2016) uses the five phases of the Dutch VPL system (outlined earlier) to
organize entrants’ responses.
Coding of the data (interviews, secondary sources) followed Boeije's cycle. It was carried out in
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three rounds with open coding (cutting up texts into usable fragments), axial coding
(categorizing text fragments into themes and subthemes), and selective coding in which meaningful interpretation was given to the themes and subthemes. A total of 45 codes were identified that were incorporated into an analytical framework with nine themes and 19 subthemes
(see Table 1).

Lateral Entry into the Teaching Profession
The lateral-entry scheme enables the university to compare the learning and work experiences
of candidates with the competences/learning outcomes of the “bachelor of secondary education” degree (Regeling, 2009). The competencies are based on an occupational standard set for
teaching professions. There is a general standard set by the teacher’s associations, which captures all pedagogical and didactical competencies. In addition, there are defined generic
knowledgebase competencies for all teachers and specific knowledge competencies for subject
-related teachers.
If the candidate is admissible ⎯ candidates need to have informal experience as a teacher and
must already be in possession of a bachelor's degree from another program of study ⎯ and if
the results of the intake-assessment are positive, the candidate can apply for a tailor-made program of up to two years. If it is determined that the candidate is not trainable within a maximum of two years, she will be rejected. The program results in an authorization to provide education in the chosen school type but does not award another bachelor's degree.
The intake-assessment scheme has four phases (RSL, 2010, pp. 6-7; Immens, 2016):
1. Orientation and advice:
a. Information provision.
b. Quick scan, to show the potential for successful lateral entry.
c. Registration for the intake assessment.
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2. Intake-assessment:
a. Based on the provided portfolio format, the candidate builds her own portfolio of work
and learning experiences to date, including a personal reflection on their value.
b. Two assessors (a schoolteacher and a teacher-trainer) assess the candidate's portfolio on
relevance and completeness.
c. In the criterion-based interview, the assessors discuss the candidate’s experience, education, and motives.
d. The assessors observe a lesson (performance assessment).
e. The assessors draw up an assessment report.
f. The candidate can submit this report to the examination committee of the program.
3. Tailored program:
a. The examination committee assesses the report and determines the personal program
of the candidate.
b. Upon admission to the program, the candidate's employer receives a budget of € 20,000
(approximately $23,432 U.S. dollars) from the Ministry of Education, covering all training
and supervision costs over a maximum period of two years.
c. The candidate follows the personal program for two years or less.
4. Aptitude test:
a. The program is finalized again with an assessment. Only the competencies/learning outcomes still to be achieved are assessed.
b. In the case of proven competence, the candidate acquires the teaching qualification and
is allowed to teach.
Figure 2: Process Diagram of Lateral Entry

Source: Duvekot, 2016.
Results
Third-Year Class
The group of respondents from the Third-Year Class was already working in the basic formation
of secondary education, although without a proper qualification for performing as a teacher at
this education-level ⎯ being competent, but not qualified, so to say. They all aspired to a teaching qualification for their school subject (English, German, mathematics, Dutch). In addition, a
teacher-trainer ("informant”) was interviewed.
Data were first analyzed using the analytical framework of the Dutch VPL process (Duvekot,
2016), and then again using criteria for developing a personalized learning system. The analyses
aimed to explore how VPL processes are related to and can strengthen competencies needed
to develop personalized learning.
Phase 1: Engagement
Insight into the possible value and utilization of competencies already acquired through VPL
was of great importance for the lateral-entry program. Not all respondents were aware of the
potential value of VPL for their programming, but they took the program as an opportunity to
gain access to become a qualified teacher. The program implicitly aimed at acknowledging and
justifying their prior informal, nonformal, and formal learning experiences.
In initiating the VPL process as part of the program, each actor needed to understand how lateral entry worked. This awareness was not always present; one respondent reported that the
employer spoke rather lightly about it: “My employer said, ‘Then you just have to do a couple of
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tests and then you have your qualification’” (ZIB4).5 Moreover, getting access to the program
was not that easy. Access depended on the dynamism of the respondent and on the luck of
meeting a teacher/trainer who was able and willing to open-mindedly assess someone's potential.
Internalization of the VPL approach manifested itself in the awareness of the opportunities
VPL offered through the lateral entry to work in education. Where lateral entry was an option
for one respondent: “Lateral entry appealed to me, because you have to have a job already,
otherwise you can't enter that course, that's one of the conditions” (ZIB2); it was different for
another respondent: “I called and found out, I knew nothing about education, absolutely nothing about VPL” (ZIB4). Luckily for them, the interviewed teacher-trainer was able to indicate the
connection between the competency requirements of the program and their personal learning
experiences: “I considered it important that someone had been a youth trainer at a basketball
club, for example, all his life. Then I said: these are important VPL-ish moments that could be
cashed in in the lateral-entry program” (ZIB6).
Motivation came from the respondents themselves. They wanted to use their already acquired competences to work in education: “I really want to do two things: I want to have one
leg left in business, and the other is that I also want to teach” (ZIB1); or “I was still working in another job and I took time off to teach there” (ZIB2). Employers in education were also motivated
by the scheme: “The condition was that we expect you to obtain an authorization” (ZIB1).
The goal was, in part, to experience the enjoyment of being a teacher linked to employability:
“Nobody told me: you should become a teacher. Now it's like this: I have to do this, otherwise I
don't have a job anymore” (ZIB2). The goal could also be strengthening one’s career: “In the
end, I do think that if you want to do other things in education, it's convenient if you have a
qualification” (ZIB3). However, the respondents’ aspirations were not always understood: “If
you mention you do lateral entry, a number of people say: ‘What on earth are you talking
about?’” (ZIB2).
In terms of valuation, employers honored the respondents’ ambitions, even when “the need
was not very high to get an extra teacher of Dutch into the school but given my ambition they
did allow me to do so” (ZIB5). Another respondent felt valued at his school: “... [A]s a lateralentry teacher you are treated differently. You're not someone who just left school. You have
work experience and that's what is being looked at” (ZIB2).
Phase 2: Documentation
Documenting learning experiences plays an important role within the lateral-entry scheme. A
good portfolio is essential for admission to the lateral-entry program. It needs reflection on
one’s values and insight into the feasibility of entering this program.
Documenting is aimed at linking personal learning experiences to the competences of the
qualification standards of teacher training programs. The respondents established a relationship with the standard, such as for the competence “competent in working together with the
environment”: “You also had to visualize two practical situations, one of which was related to
education. ... [W]hen I come with my chairmanship [of a community-commission]. Where I sit
with 10 people from society talking, feeling, pushing and maneuvering. For me it was a competence in dealing with people. Absolutely” (ZIB1).
Not only work experiences were recorded, but also private experiences were utilized to account for a competence: “What I have taken with me, for example, is that I play basketball and I
have been leader of a team since I was a child, and I am also a youth supervisor, so I have taken that with me, because I see that as a pedagogical competence, that I can deal with young
people. Of course, that part is applicable, but if I would have cuddled trees as a hobby, that
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wouldn't really apply” (ZIB5).

The respondents worked independently and with confidence to develop their portfolios. Counseling was available: “I have a tutor at work, so we sat down together for a while. We took a very
practical look at it, said: ‘I have to learn something there, so I have to tick off a number of
things, in a well-considered way’” (ZIB2).
When there was a lack of clarity in the documentation step, one simply went to work based on
one's own perception of connecting the experiences to the standard: “I didn't really know what
the intention was, but I thought I'd just do it” (ZIB3). Sometimes the evidence was deliberately
reduced to what was necessary: “I thought that one letter was sufficient at the time, because it
said exactly what was at stake in my current position” (ZIB2). This self-reliance was important
because guidance for working on the portfolio was weak: “I could send an email and then there
was coaching, but overall, it was like: I'm swimming on and I'm not drowning, but it was quite a
swim” (ZIB5).
The respondents' reflections on the value of their own experiences and their match with the
standard showed a strong degree of self-esteem. Their self-assessment was not always appreciated: “Then I first had an interview [⎯] before I started my portfolio. Then I put together
something about it. She didn't like it and I was outraged why it wasn't good. But I didn't show
that. Then I adjusted it” (ZIB1). In another case, the respondent was so convinced of the value
of his learning experiences that he assumed he would get an exemption. His reasoning was
based precisely on the essence of VPL, namely avoiding unnecessary training: “I should get an
exemption anyway for everything that had to do with language proficiency and probably for a
number of subjects that overlap a lot, because I think: ‘You're not going to do the same thing
twice'” (ZIB2).
Incidentally, one respondent documented down to the smallest detail how he believed he met
the standard: “I had a 300-page file, but you know, they say you're too perfectionist ... then I
guess, yeah, I'm on every detail, because that's what you're asking of me, isn't it? You're also
asking me to argue as much as I can and make a plea, just like a lawyer who takes every little
thing. So that's what I do and then ... yeah” (ZIB4).
As far as the feasibility of the intake-assessment was concerned, the response showed a
strong drive for starting the shortened teacher training program. This was because all respondents were already working as teachers: “The most important evidence was that I already had a
bachelor diploma, and I did have work in the atmosphere that suited the lateral program” (ZIB5). However, portfolio ownership was lacking. The portfolio was mainly seen as a
showcase in which only the learning experiences relevant to the program were documented: “I
composed the portfolio with that aim” (ZIB5).
Phase 3: Assessment
The assessment phase included an intake-assessment and the assessors' advice on the individual’s remaining learning pathway. Assessors were crucial in this phase. How would they value
nonformal and informal learning experiences? The informant stated that assessment is mainly
a matter of trusting the motivation and competence of the candidate: “That is the key point:
trust, also when you are talking about examination boards, about training programs, about
candidates, [⎯] trust in the program. And trust in each other, that you can just learn all the
time and that you're [⎯] busy with a half-filled bottle. ... And there's just a lot of ... well, a lot of
cynicism in education. Like, "Yeah, he says he's got it all under control, but I don't believe any of
it (ZIB6).
The assessment process revolved around the adequate organization of the dialogue between
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assessor and candidate on the qualification standard. A performance assessment, for example,
is a requirement: “I did like the assessors visiting a lesson, and afterward another discussion: I
have seen certain skills sufficiently again and a number of things still need to be developed.
That is what the measuring process is based on” (ZIB5). The interview is also a requirement:
“The oral assessment, I prepared for that with people from inside and outside the school. That I
would get questions about my portfolio. Things that weren't in it enough, that they were going
to ask more in-depth questions about it” (ZIB5).
One respondent was proactive when interviewed: “I don't know exactly how we got to that issue, they didn't say much, so I jumped right on that thing” (ZIB2). Another respondent acted
more reflectively: “I got into it. It was more of a deepening than an oral exam” (ZIB5).
In addition to the respondents’ self-assessments, three forms of assessment were used in the
intake-assessment dialogue: assessment of, for, and as learning. The self-confidence and selfinsight of the respondents were striking in all forms.
In the assessment of learning, linking the portfolio and qualification standard was the main focus. The respondents were given plenty of room for the dialogue: “They asked a lot of open
questions: ‘[H]ow do you see this, could you explain this?’ It was steering, but it was that I was
given all the space I needed” (ZIB5). One respondent, however, felt disadvantaged because: “It
was unfortunate during the assessment that they really did not address that entire dossier. I
did think it was a pity. I don't get any credits at all for the whole thing” (ZIB3).
Yet another respondent consciously opted for condensed, powerful evidence: “I hadn't done a
number of things as evidence. I thought I'm allowed to keep a few things in reserve” (ZIB2).
However, he was criticized for this because it had affected the preparation for the assessment.
The assessment for learning was about advising on form and content of the remaining qualifying process. Respondents weren't always enthusiastic about this: “I asked: ‘How do you rate me
on what I still miss?’ Well, they couldn't really explain that” (ZIB4). Nevertheless, they acknowledged that it wasn't ideal but accepted: “What they do is they set a different program for each
person. So, she just made a program for me” (ZIB3).
The respondents regarded the intake-assessment also as an assessment as learning as a reflective learning experience in itself. It gave them input for further developing their vision and approach to education: “They asked questions like: ‘[Y]ou indicate you have worked with young
people; [H]ow would you deal with pupils who are difficult and how would you apply that?’ I answered these questions as I would and that went well” (ZIB5). Another respondent learned that
she could have performed better in a specific teaching situation: “I had supplied a video, and I
saw in that video that the position I had chosen in the classrooms wasn't the best. I had a group
behind me, while I was focused on another group. So, I had written in my reflection, ‘I reviewed
it myself again and gosh, I have to do something with that, because that's not very
handy’” (ZIB4).
Phase 4: Impact
The impact of VPL was both retrospective and direct as well as prospective. “Direct” meant that
people were admitted and given a personalized learning program. It also had an impact on
their work because learning at the workplace was integrated into their program. In a more prospective sense, the gain was visible in the respondents' growing awareness that their personal
development process went beyond obtaining the teacher's qualification. It was about lifelong
learning and employability.
Direct impact on learning became visible in the integration of one's own learning experiences
in the remaining learning trajectory: “Based on what I put forward and what I had shown in my
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portfolio, this resulted in a trajectory” (ZIB4). This trajectory focused strongly on generic competences, and less on specific, subject-related competences: “So I have half the number of hours,
which is mainly filled with pedagogy and didactics. I have very little knowledge-related courses.
I'm a bit worried now” (ZIB1). However, the usefulness of paying a lot of attention in the personal program to generic content was appreciated: “Didactics is a completely different story. In
teaching German, your command of the language is linked to the didactics that support it, and
you see that in the program” (ZIB2).
In terms of the direct impact on work, there was no influence on the creation of career perspectives in education since they were already working in education, although were unqualified. However, the content of their remaining learning trajectory did strengthen the transfer
from new learning outcomes to their professional practice: “When I learn something new, I
think … ‘[T]hat's fun, I'm going to try it out in class in the next four weeks.’ Nobody says to me:
‘[Y]ou can't do that’” (ZIB2).

The prospective impact in learning and work was visible in the self-evaluation of their practical experience. This distinguished lateral entrants from regular students: “That may also be inherent [in] the fact that I am a lateral entrant with some baggage, which is very different from
when you just graduated from high school” (ZIB2). They also got new ambitions, for example,
“to help people graduate as well. I would like [to do] that very much” (ZIB1).
However, the general feeling prevailed that the intake-assessment could have contributed
more to their careers in education: “I think things would have been more valuable to me if they
had asked me about what I was missing or needed. But that's not how it works, because VPL is
just about coming up with evidence, and then they say this is what you have to do” (ZIB4).
Regarding the prospective impact on a personal level, the respondents realized that learning
is more than graduation; it’s more about lifelong learning: “Learning doesn't stop after graduation, of course. Then, in my opinion, it only begins. Education is fun, but when I look at myself, I
thought I was quite something, but the real learning started after that” (ZIB1). And that was precisely the aim of setting up the lateral-entry scheme: that the teacher should be the linking pin
of the learning process, working closely together with colleagues, and having a good eye on the
continuously required renewal and upgrade of the process and content of the teacher profession.
Phase 5: Anchoring VPL
The final phase of the VPL process focused on anchoring the entire process in the respondents'
social domains of learning, working, and living, or in other words, in their respective qualification frameworks, HR systems, and their personal lives.
Anchoring of VPL in the respondent’s learning domain was reflected in their lifelong learning
attitude and need for facilitating this. Although this attitude was already visible in the motivation of the respondents, it was reinforced during the VPL process. For example, one respondent expressed a concrete wish for an upgrade when he would obtain his qualification for basic
formation: “I also want to do first a master's degree in the subject and then a lateral-entry program for upper secondary education” (ZIB2). VPL also enhanced their self-esteem in the learning domain: “To be honest, I didn't think that piece of paper made me a better teacher. But I
have seen colleagues who have pieces of paper, and I think: ‘[H]ow did they get that piece of
paper?’” (ZIB4).
In the working domain, the respondents aimed at sustainable employability: “I know where I
want to go, to a different type of interaction, to adult education or training, or to lead
again” (ZIB4). However, the portfolio they built up for the intake-assessment was not considered their career anchor: “You are offered courses at school, but it is not that I am keeping my
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portfolio up to date” (ZIB5). Only when changing jobs did it seem worthwhile to update their
portfolio: “If I was going to work for another employer, I would update it and then show it.
That's a nice tool” (ZIB5). The role of the employer should be oriented on supporting the lifelong learning of their teachers: “I believe in my job that my employer should give me time for
development. And that I can indeed deepen and say ‘[H]ey, I'm not the best at linguistics. [Y]ou
know what? I'm going to make contacts with colleagues in America’” (ZIB4). Another respondent
even saw a supportive role for pupils, in the sense that they could also reflect on the teacher's
performance: “Let the pupils join in the assessment. But then you really have to be open and
create a safe haven that it doesn't blow your head off when you do something wrong” (ZIB4).
The vision on the partnership in learning between lateral entrant, employer, and the university
was also discussed. Respondents saw the added value of VPL for the employer mainly because
they would be better deployable: “I have now become an expert on lateral entry within the organization” (ZIB5). However, a shared emphasis on the relevance of sustainable development
still had to be built up, particularly by employers in education, because “in the business world,
you are simply asked where you want to develop. But not here, not in education” (ZIB4).
Embedding the VPL process was thus strongly work related. Their identification with the teaching profession was already present; that did not change much during this process. The respondents, however, did think that you should really go for it. You had to be receptive to its approach concerning validating nonformal and informal learning, so to speak, because it wasn't
simple: “You really have to want this and once you do, I can recommend it to you” (ZIB5).
The VPL process had less influence on the personal life of the respondents although it was a
time-consuming process at the expense of their personal life: “In my private life I missed a lot,
including friends and family who I see a lot less because of school” (ZIB5). But in general, it was
a surmountable problem because of the maximum two-year duration of the VPL and learning
process: “Two years can be overlooked. After three years they don't know who I am anymore,
friends and family, but two years they can still say: ‘[W]e missed you, welcome back’” (ZIB5).
Next to this reflection, new learning experiences sometimes penetrated one’s private life:
“Sometimes I find myself dealing with my children or my wife in a different way. Then I think:
‘[O]f course, that's something from school or something I learned’” (ZIB5); but there was no conscious or lasting synergy between public and private life in this sense.
The VPL experience confirmed the importance of extracurricular learning. They subsequently
directed this awareness to certain target groups in the classroom: “I have guys who just blow
themselves to pieces every day. And they come into school, but they just get irritated. Whereas
if you are going to work for a bicycle mechanic for three days and two days a week you are going to school, then you are going to teach them something and that is useful for them” (ZIB3).
This commitment was also a structural assignment for the teacher to look at the role of learning with an open mind: “So, try to make those students aware of what it is for. And pride” (ZIB4).

Conclusions
Using the respondents' reflections on the VPL process in their lateral-entry program, answers
were sought to the main question: “How can VPL strengthen processes of personalized learning?”
The answers found related to VPL as a process and VPL for personalized learning.
In this case, VPL proved to be a process integrated into the Regulation. The process was intended for nonqualified, competent teachers who did have a bachelor's degree from another program of study. For the respondents, VPL was a time-consuming and intensive process in which
they had to be bold and persistent in order to deliver a portfolio that could pave the way for
reaching out to a tailored, remaining learning trajectory. The complexity was exacerbated by
the fact that both employers in education and teacher training faculties provided neither clear,
unambiguous information nor guidance prior to and during the phase of portfolio formation.
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The yardstick against which the lateral entrants had to measure themselves was transparent,
however, in the sense that the standard was subdivided into concrete competences and learning outcomes to which they could relate their learning experiences. However, the assessment
did not do sufficient justice to the richness of their portfolio. For example, there was little time
to discuss the portfolio with the assessors, little feedback was given, and the relationship between the content of the portfolio and the remaining learning process was insufficiently clear.
For the VPL process, it can be said that:
• The commitment to VPL was and even had to be person-driven. There was little dialogue at
this stage of the process. The respondents had to go to a lot of trouble to get proper information and formulate their learning needs. Their employers and university were not really
inviting them to the lateral-entry program. Even more, as already noted in this analysis, getting access to the program depended largely on the respondents and on their chance of
meeting a willing teacher, trainer, or manager who recognized the value of people’s informal
and nonformal learning experiences.
• The documentation was filled in without serious guidance. The standard to which they had to
refer to was transparent, but still, filling in the portfolio remained a complex, lonely, and
time-consuming task.
• Although the assessment was personal and development oriented, it also was highly dependent on the extent to which assessors expressed their confidence in the documented
learning experiences. Furthermore, the assessment reports raised questions about which
developmental steps the respondents still had to take. In general, however, the three assessment forms ⎯ assessment of/for/as learning ⎯ did sufficient justice to their learning
history.
• The impact of VPL was in all cases a two-year learning process in which the necessity or relevance of certain modules was not clarified to the respondents.
• The anchoring of VPL was realized especially among the respondents, mainly in the sense of
displaying a lifelong learning attitude.

Using VPL within the concept of personalized learning meant:
• Especially the agency of the respondents turned out to be the driver of the process. They
acted self-confident, self-directed, and motivated in desiring a teaching qualification. Without this attitude, they would not have gone through the complex VPL process successfully.
• Affordance in achieving the learning goals of the respondents was poor. Employers in education and teacher training faculties would have been better off by listening to the voice of the
respondents and supporting them in all process steps than emphasizing their respective
stakeholdership and corresponding responsibilities.
• The assessment manifested itself on a personal level. The linkage to the portfolioqualification standard was clear. The assessment had meaning in a summative, formative,
and reflective sense and the assessment was even instructive in itself.
• The respondents' ownership was highly personalized, from information provision to achieving the qualification. It strongly expressed itself in their awareness of the value of their
learning experiences and the articulation of a personal focus on lifelong learning.
• The co-design was limited in the direct sense because little personal input from respondents
was possible in their program, simply because it was not offered by the university. Indirectly, however, their co-design created a conscious, lifelong learning attitude in which they
wanted to position themselves actively.
In terms of collaboration in VPL, the summative impact was acceptable to the respondents,
mainly due to the clarity at the outset of their trajectory promising two or fewer years of
“study.” However, they were dissatisfied with the content of the remaining trajectory ⎯ the
formative part. There was too little substantiation of the need for certain generic and little attention to subject-related competencies. The university’s inability to offer a truly personalized
learning pathway was a widely shared grievance among the respondents. This aspect, in
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addition to the little or even nonexistent supervision during the transfer of what had been
learned in their learning program to their working context, made the respondents dissatisfied
with the lateral-entry programming in the formative sense. This did not so much concern the
VPL process, but more the collaboration between the stakeholders (employer, trainer, learner)
within the learning triangle.
Increased cooperation between the system parties could have supported the VPL process better. However, there lacked a vision of VPL as a process or an engine for personalized learning at
the workplace and the university. This lack of collaboration in the VPL partnership manifested
itself particularly in:
• The lack of good information about lateral entry from the university to the candidates.
• The lack of agreements between employers and the university on guiding lateral entrants
during their learning processes.
• Not solving the confusion within the programs about the status of the lateral entrant, being
different from regular, mainstream students.
As a connector of the learning an individual acquired through their working and learning environments, VPL had a positive effect. All respondents went through the VPL process successfully
and started their learning process in a semipersonalized learning arrangement. During the
learning trajectory, they themselves translated their new learning experiences into their domains of “learning,” “working,” and “living.” In the learning domain, VPL strengthened the connection between the self-aware articulation of valuing their prior learning experiences with the
ambition of the teaching occupation and self-steered lifelong learning. In the working context,
their strong agency made them act as empowered teachers who dared and wanted to operate
enrichingly for themselves, their pupils, and school. In their personal lives, it touched on their
responsibility for preparing the young ones for society and the strengthening of the social function of education. For the respondents, VPL was thus a process that strengthened their lifelong
learning attitude, their identification with the education sector, and their appreciation of personal learning experiences ⎯ acquired anywhere.
From the start in 2000, employers and universities struggled with affording proper supervision
of lateral-entry students, and adequate linkage of candidate’s portfolios and the tailored offering of teacher training programs. This was evident from the respondents' reflections in this
case. However, what the respondents did demonstrate and what the system evaluations did
not pay much attention to was that the Regulation had a positive impact on lateral entrants
themselves: They could actually continue to work competently via a shortened program, and
the intake-assessment strengthened their awareness and certainty with regard to their
“competence,” as well helped them reach out to a formal teaching qualification.
Lessons Learned
The key critical success factors for implementing VPL in a nonflexible, supply-driven and topdown orchestrated learning system provide the lessons learned from this case study:
• Awareness and support. The awareness of the value of a VPL approach focused on the learner depends on the consensus among all actors involved. Such consensus can be initiated by
any of the actors. Authorities can support awareness and consensus. In this case, they also
initiated legislation and regulations (including financial regulations) by supplying information.
• Breadth and equivalence of competences/learning outcomes. Competences or learning outcomes, captured in personal learning experiences, are terms that can best be interpreted in
the broadest sense. They promote accessibility and innovation in learning and labor systems. The equivalence of personal formal, nonformal, and informal learning (the personal
standard) can be established in comparison with formal standards and normative frameworks in learning and working if all standards are expressed in terms of competences or
learning outcomes.
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•

•

•

Open dialogue. Listening to each other in the dialogue between actors is essential in creating
an effective balance between learning objectives, learning requirements, and learning opportunities. It means having the time and space to be able to determine the personal contribution to the VPL process. Personal contribution is both retrospective and forward-looking:
“Where did I come from and where am I going?” In such an open dialogue, each actor bears
his or her own responsibilities.
Portfolio as a carrier of the process. The portfolio is the carrier of both the VPL process itself
and VPL for personalized learning.
Assessment (as learning). There are four main types of assessment: self-assessment, assessment of learning, assessment for learning, and assessment as learning. In particular, the
first form can be exploited by the learning individual; the other three forms can be integrated into the policy of both school and university and enrich the creation of a valuable link between these main actors in dialogical validation.
Ownership of learning. If an individual learner owns his or her own learning experiences, it
means that this learner has opportunities for participation or even co-design of his or her
own learning and development process.
Anchoring VPL. VPL can be anchored in the learning process, human resource management,
and people’s self-management of competences.

These lessons learned are available for anyone who wants to set up a VPL process that is anchored in a personalized learning pathway. The difficulty lies not in the lessons themselves nor
the instrumentation, but much more in the way in which the responsibilities of the actors can
be aligned in an open and value-free development process in which ownership of the process
is shared.
Final Words
In accordance with the aims of the Dutch Committee on the Future of Teaching [Commissie
Toekomst Leraarschap], which prepared the Regulation in the 1990s, the respondents developed
themselves from not just being competent and motivated but also qualified as teachers who
“present themselves to the outside world with fresh, new ideas, who dare to experiment with
new forms of teaching, who introduce new subjects or merge others” (CTL, 1993, p. 50). Although both school and university did not respond (yet) sufficiently to this “freshness” in order
to take full advantage of it, these partners in VPL from work and learning perspectives demonstrated enough open-mindedness and “embracing” gestures for future learners to trust their
acceptance of the VPL reality in modern learning.
For the learners ⎯ the primary partner in VPL processes ⎯ the question of how and to what
extent VPL presented itself as a reliable and trustworthy process can be answered positively for
the respondents in question. VPL proved to be capable of: (1) supporting individual ownership
and co-responsibility for the pursuit of personal success in learning, working and personal life,
and (2) strengthening the process of personalized learning, without individuals losing their grip
on their career. After all, VPL is neither a selfish nor an anarchistic phenomenon. It is much
more a democratic, connective, bottom-up, and steered process for valuing learning in society.
Learners are learning to raise their voice, and the systems of learning and working are learning
to listen to this voice. It’s a matter of time before the learning culture adapts to individual coownership of learning. VPL surely speeds up this adaptation and helps define the contours of a
new learning culture centered on “dialogical validation.”
The promise of VPL in personalized learning is principally based on personal learning experiences wherever they are acquired. After all, Paulo Freire (1970) wrote: “Knowledge emerges only through invention and re-invention, through the restless, impatient, continuing, hopeful inquiry human beings pursue in the world, with the world, and with each other” (p. 53). It is this
knowledge on which the acceptance and practical application of VPL for personalized learning
rests. It is the human being who learns, not the organization, the school nor the system.
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Dialogical validation links them all in a bottom-up steered developmental process.

Epilogue
When it comes to following-up and expanding the utilization of VPL, a pioneering initiative of
the Ministry of Education, Culture and Science aimed at realizing lifelong learning in higher education started in 2016 with pilots on making part-time bachelor’s degree programs more flexible (Adviescie. FHOW, 2014). In the year 2020, the anchoring of VPL in higher education next to
lateral-entry programs began to take serious shape when it comes to realizing personalized
learning trajectories with a focus on preventing unnecessary education. However, next to this
successful piloting, flanking research into the value of nonformal or informal learning experiences is still in its infancy within the scientific establishment (Duvekot & Doorlag, 2020). So, fully
acknowledging the rise of a new, personalized learning paradigm still must be achieved, but
practice is surely showing the potential of integrating VPL into higher education programs for
the sake of personalizing learning and therewith putting the learner in the center.
Notes
1
2
3
4
5

“Basic formation” covers pre-vocational levels (four years), or general education (first
three years). “2nd phase” covers the final two to three years of general education.
This article is based on my thesis (Duvekot, 2016).
The National EVC Knowledge Center website is https://www.nationaal-kenniscentrumevc.nl/.
Information on the NLQF can be found at https://www.nlqf.nl/english.
Quotes are marked ZIB1, ZIB2, etc. for respondents and ZIB6 for the teacher-trainer
(informant).
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